Ethics Policy Edited Volumes
1 Code of Conduct for Book Editors
Research is important to confirm, change or advance knowledge. Intellectual honesty and (research)
integrity are essential in all scholarly work. These guidelines set the standards of proper ethical
behaviour and responsibilities for book editors (including proceedings, encyclopedia, handbook and
textbook editors).
Submitting a Proposal for a Volume
(a) The submitted book proposal must be original and must not contain any plagiarism.
(b) The decision to move forward is decided by (peer) review of the proposal to establish its intended
appeal to a certain audience as well as other considerations such as market potential, fit with the
publishing portfolio in that specific field, related publications, previous experiences (amongst others).
(c) Editors may suggest (or request to exclude) reviewers. It is at the sole discretion of Publisher
(whether or not) to use them.
2 Editors
The Tasks of Editors Include the Following:
(a) organise and structure the work as a whole (when there are multiple book Editors it is understood
that all contributed sufficiently to this process),
(b) select the appropriate contributing Authors and/or Contributions,
(c) ensure the contributing Authors (including the Editors, if they also serve as contributing Authors) are
aware of and compliant with the expectations as set out in the Code of Conduct for Book Authors
https://www.springernature.com/gp/authors,
(d) ensure that the list of contributing Authors including who is acting as Corresponding Author (names,
affiliations and sequence) as well as the Editor names, affiliations and sequence are correct and final
when the manuscript is submitted. Once the manuscript has been delivered to production, changes to
the author- or editorship are no longer possible,
(e) critically review, approve and accept responsibility for the final manuscript,
(f) support the Publisher in clarifying any doubt or misunderstanding with contributing authors in
relation to any of the topics specified below.
(Peer) Review of the Contracted Work
This Code describes best practices regarding (peer) review of Contributions that make up a book.
Springer Nature endorses (peer) review as a key factor in developing and validating high quality

scholarly publications. It is understood that readership differs per book type (edited volumes, reference
works, textbooks, professional books, and conference proceedings (amongst others)) and that the
approach to assess the merit of the Contribution should be aligned with both the expectations of the
intended audience and norms within a specific discipline. Best practice is to solicit constructive feedback
from an appropriate number of independent experts.
Reviewers should be made aware of the expectations as set out in the Guidelines for Book Reviewers
https://www.springernature.com/gp/reviewers.
The decision to include a Contribution in the final work is the responsibility of the Editor.
Originality
The submitted work must not contain any plagiarism and should not have been published elsewhere in
any form or language (unless the work is a translation of an original work; it is a new iteration of the
same work with some degree of change ("revised edition"); and/or permission has been granted for
reuse and/or is allowed under the Publisher's reuse policy).
Important note: The Publisher may use software to screen for plagiarism.
Related Manuscripts under Consideration for Publication
Editors should inform the Publisher of related works under consideration for publication and provide
details of these relevant works (if applicable). For example: involvement with a major reference work as
well as developing an edited volume on a similar topic. This ensures transparency and allows for proper
citation of the first reported work.
Conflict of Interest
Editors are requested to disclose interests that are directly or indirectly related to the work submitted
for publication.
Disclosure of interests provides a more complete and transparent process and helps readers form their
own judgments of potential bias. This is not meant to imply that a financial relationship with an
organisation that sponsored the research or compensation received for consultancy work is
inappropriate. Interests may include but are not limited to the following: funding (grants, other forms of
research support such as salaries, equipment, supplies, reimbursement for attending symposia, and
other expenses), employment, financial interests (stocks, shares, consultation fees, patents and patent
applications) and non-financial interests (professional interests, personal relationships or personal
beliefs such as a position on an editorial board, advisory board or board of directors or other type of
management relationships; writing and/or consulting for educational purposes; expert witness;
mentoring relations).
Fundamental Errors
Editors have an obligation to share with the Publisher any significant error or inaccuracy in the published
work either discovered by themselves or of which they are informed by an Author. A decision on how to
correct the literature depends on the nature of the error. This may be a correction or retraction and will
be the decision of the Publisher following the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) guidelines. The
retraction note must provide transparency which parts of the work are impacted by the error.

Confidentiality
Editors should treat the following as confidential:
(a) Correspondence with direct representatives from the Publisher about the contract and contractual
details of the work;
(b) Contributions under review;
(c) Reviewers’ reports.
If Editors are asked for information, for example, to help out a hiring or tenure and promotion
committee they should only share information about the project’s current status: out for review or in
press.
Suspected Transgression of Ethical Standards
Editors should take ethical complaints concerning a published work seriously. If there is a suspicion of
misbehaviour or alleged fraud the Publisher, in cooperation with the Editor, will carry out an
investigation following the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) guidelines. If, after investigation,
there are valid concerns, the accused Author (or Editor) will be contacted under their given e-mail
address and given an opportunity to address the issue. Dependent on the situation, this may result in
the Publisher's implementation of the following measures, including, but not limited to:
(a) If the book proposal or work is still under consideration, it may be rejected and returned to the
Author (or Editor(s)).
(b) If the Work has already been published online, depending on the nature and severity of the
infraction: (i) an erratum/corrigendum may be placed with the online-version of the Work and be
inserted in the printed editions of the Work (hardbound, MyCopy, paperback), or (ii) in severe cases
retraction of the Work may occur. The reason must be given in the published erratum/corrigendum or
retraction note. Please note that retraction means that the electronic edition of the Work is maintained
on the platform, watermarked "retracted" and explanation for the retraction is provided in a note linked
to the watermarked typescript. The printed editions of the Work then are no longer available. Or
(dependent on the transgression) the electronic version of the Work is completely removed and an
explanation for the retraction is provided in a note linked to the metadata of the Work.
(c) The Author’s (or Editor’s) institution may be informed.
(d) A notice of suspected transgression of ethical standards may be included as part of the Author's (or
Editor's) and book's or chapter's bibliographic record.

Appendix "Editor's Re-Use Rights"
1. The Editor may copy, distribute or otherwise re-use the Work, without the requirement to seek
specific prior written permission from the Publisher, ("Re-Use") subject to and in accordance
with the following provisions:
(a) Re-Use of the Work is permitted only to the extent and in so far as is reasonably necessary:
(i) to share the Work as a whole to no more than 10 research colleagues engaged by the same
institution or employer as the Editor for each colleague's personal and private use only; (ii) for
classroom teaching use by the Editor in their respective academic institution by making available

up to one Contribution from the Work provided that this does not permit inclusion of any part
of the Work in course packs for sale or wider distribution to any students, institutions or other
persons nor any other form of commercial or systematic exploitation; or (iii) for the Editor to
use parts of the Work in the further development of the Editor's scientific and/or academic
career, for private use and research or within a strictly limited circulation which does not allow
the Work to become publicly accessible nor prejudice sales of, or the exploitation of the
Publisher's rights in, the Work (e.g. attaching a copy of a chapter to a job or grant application);
and
(b) any Re-Use of the Work in a new book, book chapter or journal article, whether published by
the Publisher or by any third party, is limited to three figures (including tables) or single text
extracts of less than 400 words from a chapter of the Work, but not more than five figures
(including tables) or a total of 800 words from the whole Work.
Any Re-Use must be based on the Version of Record only, and provided the original source of
publication is cited according to current citation standards. The "Version of Record" is defined
as the final version of the Work as originally published, and as may be subsequently amended
following publication in a contractually compliant manner, by or on behalf of the Publisher.
2. In each case where the Editor has Re-Use rights or the Publisher grants specific use rights to the
Editor according to the above provisions, this shall be subject always to the Editor obtaining at
the Editors sole responsibility, cost and expense the prior consent of any co-editor(s), the
Author(s) of the respective Contribution(s) and/or any relevant third party.

http://www.springer.com/series/7710

